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Shamir Progressive Lenses  -  ReCreating Perfect Vision®
shamir.com

Winner of the 2010
OLA Award of Excellence
for Best Lens Design

In order to fully capture your patients’ attention in today’s hi-tech world, you must be able to provide a visual 
solution for each of their day-to-day needs.

With the Autograph II® line, we’ve made it easy for you to provide your patients one progressive solution 
personalized specifically for them, which will fit any of their lifestyle requirements. 

Autograph II® provides your patients with the full gamut of lens solutions. They can go from the office to 
the park, to the grocery store without requiring any adjustment time between pairs. The Autograph II® line 
includes the following progressive and single vision solutions:

Lifestyle options, just one factor contributing to the design, appearance and appeal of Shamir Autograph II®.

Defining Shamir Autograph II®: Lifestyle Options

Autograph II® 
Autograph II -  Attitude™
Autograph II -  Office™

Autograph II -  Single Vision™
Autograph II -  Single Vision Attitude™

EYEPOINT TECHNOLOGY
®

FREEFORM
®

MATERIAL AVAILABILITY

FREEFRAME TECHNOLOGY™

AS-WORN TECHNOLOGY™

LIFESTYLE OPTIONS

Autograph II® provides a solution 
for every patient like never before. 
Whether they are an avid cyclist, 
dedicated to their profession, or  
in need of a general purpose lens, 
there is an Autograph II® design 
available for any patient.
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A LOT HAS BEEN WRITTEN ABOUT FREE-FORM TECHNOLOGY IN THE LAST FEW
YEARS. Even so, there’s still plenty to talk about in this category of ophthalmic lenses

because of the continued innovation and creativity of equipment manufacturers, optical labs,

and eyecare professionals (ECPs). This issue of The Free-Form Handbook explores and

documents some of that innovation and creativity. 

One area of free-form technology that is seeing some surprising expansion is the use

of what might be called “private label” free-form lenses. For some labs, the investment in

free-form processing equipment is so exciting they look to produce their own brand of

free-form lenses. These private label lenses are beginning to pop up from a number of

labs, and their availability is giving ECPs some options they won’t have any other way.

Usually positioned as a value line, these lenses can be an appealing option for some ECPs.

Kat Leek-Tedeschi and I discuss the pros and cons of this new technology. In another arti-

cle, Joy Gibb talks to ECPs to see what opinions they have formed about free-form lens-

es such as what they like and dislike about them, want to see in the future, and more. 

Kim Pickett looks at an emerging trend in free-form lenses—the use of electronic

measuring equipment found in devices that are used for virtually trying on eyewear. These

devices provide fitting measurements as well as some unique measurements like the eye

rotation center and represent the next step in free-form lens measuring. Randall Smith

explores the latest in digitally surfaced lenses using free-form technology, Nikki DiBacco

suggests a number of interesting marketing ideas from ECPs around the country who are

successful at selling free-form, and Roxanne Armstrong explains a number of tips for

selling these lenses that she received from labs around the country. 

As you can see, there are plenty of new ideas to learn in this issue of The Handbook

of Free-Form Lenses.

Ed De Gennaro, MEd, ABOM
Director, Professional Content

First Vision Media Group
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BY NIKKI DIBACCO, ABO/NCLE

surrounding the technical aspects of free-

form lenses, there’s one concept that eye-

care professionals (ECPs) need to focus

on—patients won’t receive the potentially

superior vision and comfort these lenses

can offer if the patient doesn’t buy them.

So, in addition to your technical knowledge

of these lenses, you need marketing strate-

gies as well. Here, opticians who are suc-

cessful at selling free-form share their

insights into how they are able to convey

the benefits of this new category of lenses.

ONLY FREE-FORM
Madeleine Kruhsberg, Master Optician and

owner of Optique of Denver in Denver, CO,

only sells free-form designs when the need

arises for progressive addition lenses

(PALs). She feels that because the lenses

are more personalized, more accurate, and

the newest technology, she is providing the

best possible vision to her patients. For her,

this is the most important aspect of free-

form technology, the visual benefits she

gives by dispensing these lenses.

Kruhsberg presents free-form simply by

telling patients, “This is the best lens avail-

able, and you deserve it!” She also lets

patients know she is the expert and her duty

is to inform them about the latest technolo-

gy. Since patients really don’t understand

the many different qualities of PALs avail-

able, she stands head and shoulders above

her competition as the “expert.”

GOOD, BETTER, BEST
Jack Schaeffer, OD, owner of the multi-

office Schaeffer Eye Center based in

Birmingham, AL, has his staff present free-

form in a “good, better, best” format, and

this results in 50% of his PAL sales featur-

ing the new technology. He feels that the

Eyemaginations software and the virtual

try-on units with digital measuring capabil-

ities provided by manufacturers demon-

strate to the patient that this technology

really is different…and better. 

“The time it takes to present products to

patients and the amount of time needed to

train the optical sales staff on what free-form

technology is have been our biggest stum-

bling blocks,” Dr. Schaeffer says. “Now, with

the ‘good, better, best’ format, we have sim-

plified the options, and our sales reflect this

more effective way of selling.”

WOW! AND WHOA!
Another office with great success in free-

form sales is Long Island Opticians in
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When explaining these
lenses, USE ANALOGIES
such as ‘custom tailored’
vs. ‘off the rack.’

With wider fields of vision at all focal
lengths, among other benefits, lenses
made using free-form technology have
been described as ‘the biggest change in
PAL technology since its inception.’

WHAT 
SUCCESSFUL 

ECPs

STICKER SHOCK Why are free-form lenses so expensive, and why does it seem to be
the buzzword on everyone’s lips? Free-form technology has required a complete rethinking
and redesign of how a lens is designed and surfaced. This has required unbelievable
amounts of research and development time to come to fruition, especially in the U.S. mar-
ket, which tends to lag behind Europe’s innovations. Each lens manufacturer has patents on
their designs, and some have them on their processing. All this start-up investment must be
covered by the cost of the product. We pay more for the newest in every other aspect of
our lives such as cars, cell phones, televisions, etc. Don’t shy away from free-form lenses
because of the cost, or your patients and your bottom line will eventually be the ones that
suffer for it.

TELL PATIENTS ABOUT FREE-FORM

�
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Seaford, NY, owned by Barry Santini,

Master Optician. With PALs in free-form

designs averaging 75% of his lens sales, and

free-form wrap sun lenses at over 90%, he

feels the single most important factor is to

emphasize the improved vision, “whether

your prescription has changed, or not.”

“Sometimes, when a patients opts not to

get free-form, I will include it anyway with

an explanation that the patient received an

‘upgrade’ in their lenses from the lab,” says

Santini. “I chalk the additional expense up

to my ‘marketing’ budget. I’m not only

looking for the ‘wow!’ when they receive

these superior lenses, I am also hoping for

the (even more persuasive) ‘whoa!’ if they

don’t receive free-form technology on their

next pair.”

HD, GUARANTEE
Susan Stockton, LDO, optical manager of

Clayton Eye Center, in Atlanta, GA, uses

everyday comparisons to explain the free-

form difference. “I point out to the

patient that if you had a TV from 30

years ago and place it next to a flat

screen high-definition television,

which would you prefer to watch…

and why? Then, I make the comparison

from the televisions to their lenses.”

Another great sales tactic that Stockton

employs is offering patients a trial period. If

the patient purchases free-form lenses and

returns within 60 days unhappy with them,

Stockton will refund the lenses at 100%

and place them into another lens style. Her

explanation to patients is that “we have

100% confidence in the product because it

has proven itself, and we want to give you

that same confidence.”

PALS’ BIGGEST ADVANCE
Todd Berberian, LDO, ABOC, owner of

Andover Eye Care and designer of Todd

Rogers Eyewear, explains things a little dif-

ferently to his patients. “I tell them that the

biggest change in PAL technology since its

inception in 1958 is free-form, and then I

demonstrate how PALs used to be made

and how they are made now.” He also com-

bines this with analogies his patients will

easily understand such as Da Vinci painting

the Sistine Chapel with a roller instead of a

paint brush. Berberian sells approximately

95% of his PALs and 25% of his single

vision lenses in free-form designs.

WHAT YOU CAN DO
While everyone has a different preference

for the demonstration they use while

explaining free-form lenses, those inter-

viewed feel there is a lack of simplistic,

easy-to-understand marketing tools that

help get the message about this new tech-

nology to patients. This means you’ll prob-

ably want to develop something that works

for you. Don’t try to reinvent the wheel.

Start by getting what you can from manu-

facturers and labs. Take that material and

modify it so that it suits your individual

needs. When you do this, remember to

keep it basic and simple. Most of your

patients are not engineers. They just need

a simple, logical, and straightforward

explanation and a picture or two to get the

main points. 

Remember also that if you don’t offer it,

someone else will. When explaining these

lenses, use analogies such “custom tailored”

vs. “off the rack,” the constantly changing

world of cell phone and computer technol-

ogy, and the difference between HD TV

and their old analog TV from just a few

years ago. Explain that these technological

leaps have come to the world of lenses too

and your patients are the ones who will

benefit with crisper, sharper, more com-

fortable vision.

All of these ECPs stressed that while

price is a hurdle that must be overcome,

with the right amount of education and

demonstration, this is not as big an issue as

some might think at first. Speaking to every

patient about this technology is the first

step toward higher profits, better

visual experiences, and more

pleasing results for both you and

your patients.�

Nikki DiBacco is the owner of

DnD Consulting & Design, a

company that offers a wide range

of services to optical profession-

als, as well as a writer and edu-

cator in Panama City, FL.

Easy-to-understand animated videos such
as Shamir’s Mr. Progresso help get the
message about free-form technology to
patients.

Speaking to every patient
about this technology is
the FIRST STEP toward
higher profits.

Analogies comparing advances 
in  computers with digitally

 surfaced lenses help patients better
understand free-form technology.
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optical

shops around the country, virtual try-on

devices can also measure your patients for

digitally surfaced lenses made using free-

form technology. While each of these sys-

tems has its own unique flavor, most of

them provide common features such as vir-

tual frame try-on, demonstrations of lens

features and add-ons, lens comparisons

(weight, thickness, etc.), along with frame

and lens fitting measurements. 

FREE-FORM FITTING
The latest innovation in these units is the

electronic measurement of lens fitting

parameters. That’s good because poor

measurements are among the biggest rea-

sons for non-adapts of progressive addition

lenses (PALs). This is unfortunate, but

since most opticians and other dispensary

personnel still use a millimeter ruler to take

these measurements, the degree of accuracy

that can be obtained is shaky at best. This is

because taking measurements with a ruler

is fraught with potential mistakes, most

notably parallax error, which tricks the

observer into believing an accurate meas-

urement has been achieved, when in fact the

eyecare professional (ECP) is not even

properly aligned with the patient. 

Another reason for errors is that the ruler

is hard to interpret, especially

at arm’s length (which is how

the ruler is held during meas-

uring). Also, the center of the

pupil is hard to estimate when

trying to fit PALs, and the

edge of the pupil can be

almost impossible to deter-

mine if the patient has dark

eyes. A pen light might help,

but the ruler is just too inac-

curate for today’s sophisticat-

ed lenses. A corneal reflex

pupilometer is a better choice

for measuring pupillary dis-

tance (PD) but doesn’t pro-

vide segment height measure-

ments, vertex distance, panto-

scopic tilt, and wrap measure-

ments, all of which are need-

ed with many of today’s pre-

mium free-form lenses. The

solution is a device that can

take all of these measure-

ments…and with electronic accuracy. 

DIGITAL MEASURING
The i.Terminal™ by Carl Zeiss Vision Inc. is

a unique dispensing aid that combines

accurate fitting and measurement with

patient consultation. Before taking fitting

measurements, the frame the patient has

selected must be pre-adjusted so that it

ALL THE RAGE IN

Virtual try-on devices 
can also MEASURE YOUR
PATIENTS for digitally
 surfaced lenses.

BY KIM PICKETT, COMT AND 

ED DE GENNARO, MED, ABOM 

Optikam’s EY-Stick allows ECPs to take measurements for free-form lenses.

For measuring
patients  wearing

 selected frames, the
i.Terminal from Carl

Zeiss Vision comes in
a  free standing or

tabletop unit.
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READY? AIM. SMILE!
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sits in the location it will when dispensed.

This is essential for fitting measurements

taken with any of these digital dispensing

aides, not just the i.Terminal. Without this

pre-adjustment, the measurements will be

erroneous. Once the frame has been proper-

ly adjusted, a lightweight sensing piece is

attached around the frame front that has

sensors built into it. This enables the unit to

take the measurements. 

Once the patient is properly aligned in

front of the device, a digital camera takes

the frontal and profile views of the patient

in the selected frame and a patented laser

speckle target system is used to ensure the

patient has distant fixation for better meas-

urements. The alignment is verified and

any accidental head-turn is compensated

before the automatic measurement initiates.

Monocular interpupillary distances, fitting

heights, pantoscopic angle, vertex distance,

and frame wrap are all quickly measured

within a few minutes. The frame’s dimen-

sional measurements are also taken at the

same time, so no additional time is needed. 

Essilor of America, Inc.’s Visioffice® is a

dispensing and frame selection system that

enables ECPs to determine the 3D position

of each eye’s rotation center with one quick

and easy measurement. This

data can be used to create

truly personalized eyecode™

lenses. Of course, Visioffice

also takes the measurements

needed for premium PALs

such as monocular PDs, fit-

ting heights, vertex dis-

tance, wrap, and pantoscopic

tilt. It does this using a

lightweight sensor device

on the frame similar to the

one mentioned earlier. 

The SmartEyePix® fitting

and measurement device from Pro Fit Optix

takes the following measurements—

monocular distance PD, binocular distance

PD, monocular near PD, binocular near PD,

vertex distance, wrap angle, pantoscopic

tilt, and calculation of inset angle. In addi-

tion, the optical center, a crucial measure-

ment for PAL and digitally produced lens-

es, is precisely determined by bouncing an

image off the retina. Using these accurately

measured parameters combined with the

information about the frame, the optimized

PAL can be produced using free-form tech-

nology. Images can also be saved and printed

or electronically transmitted to a lab or

elsewhere. The SmartEyePix comes with

more than 20 lens suppliers’ PAL data

already downloaded.

PHOTO OPS
Optikam is an optical assistant that can be

mounted on a swing arm, wall mounted, or

used as a freestanding kiosk. The 17-in.

touch screen is simple to navigate. Patients

can capture images of themselves wearing

selected frames that they can then view

using the glasses that they are already wear-

ing. The system also enables ECPs to take

measurements for free-form lenses. A

patented EY-Stick device is attached to the

frame, the EY-Stick is detected using video

markers to align the patient, and an image

of the patient is taken. A few clicks later,

the measurements are displayed on the

screen. A new feature allows for saved

images to be viewed and manipulated in a

browser window, thus freeing up the kiosk

for the next patient.

The CyberEyes Imaging system from

CyberImaging contains both a measurement

module and a patient consultation module.

The measurements are quick and easy to

obtain and can be used for free-form lenses.

A digital camera captures front view and

profile images of the patient wearing the

eyewear. The computerized measurement

uses sonar to digitally process the images

and quickly measures both monocular and

binocular PDs, fitting heights, pantoscopic

angle, and vertex distance. Sonar eliminates

the need for a clip-on frame attachment or

trial frame. You can be assured that the meas-

urements are consistent and repeatable even

with new employees on board. Advanced

measurements can be taken with an image of

patients wearing their own frames, including

pantoscopic angle, vertex distance, wrap,

and lens thickness. Free-form PAL measure-

ments can be easily acquired if needed.  

The patient consultation mode displays

the images of the patient wearing the eye-

wear to review with the dispenser. Tints can

be added to the image for the patient to

view before purchasing. Premium lens sim-

ulations can be used to educate the patient

and boost sales of anti-reflective (AR),

photochromic, and polarized lenses. For

instance a traffic scene is simulated show-

ing headlight glare with and without AR.

All you need to get started with CyberEyes

is a dispensing table, Internet connection,

and electrical outlet. The system comes

complete with the computer, imager, moni-

tor, mouse, and power strip.  

Is it worth investing in one of these sys-

tems? They surely have the potential for

boosting sales of premium products such as

free-form lenses and can help your patients

make better eyewear decisions. They’ll also

provide you with far more accurate meas-

urements than you can obtain with your

handy PD stick.�

Kim Pickett is a certified ophthalmic med-

ical technologist and ophthalmic writer in

Minneapolis, MN.

Ed De Gennaro is Director, Professional

Content of First Vision Media Group.

POOR MEASUREMENTS
are among the biggest rea-
sons for non-adapts of pro-
gressive addition lenses.

The data obtained by the
Visioffice from Essilor can 

be used to create truly  per -
son alized eyecode lenses.

The SmartEyePix fitting and measure-
ment device from Pro Fit Optix measures
the optical center by bouncing an
image off the retina. 
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BY JOHN SAILER 

long ago

that you needed to have at least a million

dollars to start producing digitally surfaced

lenses using free-form technology in-house.

Only the biggest wholesale optical labs

could afford the investment, and the only

choice for eyecare professionals (ECPs)

was to buy these lenses from a lab rather

than produce them on their own.

Times have changed, and suddenly today

machinery manufacturers are offering

smaller and less costly free-form generators

that now bring this technology within reach

of the retail chains and larger independent

ECPs. Here are some examples:

DSC PROLAB
Schneider Optical Machines’ DSC prolab

fits an all-in-one digital surfacing center

into 5 ft. x 3 ft. and includes generating,

laser engraving, and polishing of any digi-

tal lens in a single compact unit. In addi-

tion to being appropriate for smaller labs,

it’s targeted toward retail shops and inte-

grated retailers. 

LAUNCHPAD
Coburn Technologies’ LaunchPad free-

form process with the CTL85DP compact,

dry-cut lens generator enables ECPs to cre-

ate free-form lenses at a fraction of the cost

in far less space than it used to take. Using

smaller polishers lowers the cost, and sur-

facing with a dry-cut generator that

requires no water and eliminates the need

for a larger digital polisher reduces the

amount of space needed.

The CTL series provides the single-point

technology required for digital surfacing

and to produce a final lens surface that can

be polished without damaging the design or

Rx. This precision-cutting is then combined

with LaunchPad’s foam-lap technology that

allows these lenses to be polished on a con-

ventional cylinder machine such as the

Coburn Acuity Plus or CMX50. In this way,

free-form lenses can be made without the

need for capital-intensive equipment.

DTL200
Accurate Optical, with six locations in

Maryland and Delaware, chose different

Coburn equipment to perform free-form

surfacing in-house—the DTL 200 with the

MAAT Sub-Aperture Polisher. The DTL200

offers advanced lens processing for the

most popular lens materials. A Dual Axis-

Cutting Controller uses a single-point cut-

ting axis that provides precision lens sur-

faces, and users can choose one or two axes

depending on the lens being produced. The

MAAT polisher will follow the exact tool

path that the DTL created and will wash

and dry the lens. For the environmentally

conscious, the DTL is a dry-cut system that

uses no water, so there’s no waste. 

VFT-COMPACT-PRO
Satisloh’s VFT-compact-pro is sized for

IT WASN’T THAT

IN-HOUSE IS IN
Coburn’s CTL series provides the single-point technology required for digital surfacing.

�

FOR SOME ECPS 
OUTSOURCING’S OUT, 

IN-HOUSE IS IN
FOR SOME ECPS 

OUTSOURCING’S OUT, 

Schneider’s DSC prolab fits an entire digital surfacing center into a unit the “size of a desk.”
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labs trying to surface from 50 pairs up to

180 pairs a day, and the company is working

on a smaller system for labs doing between

22 and 75 pairs per day that is scheduled for

launch in the second quarter of 2012. 

For example, Acoma Optical Inc., with

three locations in New Mexico, performs

free-form surfacing in-house using the

VFT-compact-pro and the Toro Flex polish-

er and blocker. This system produces con-

ven tional and free-form surfaces up to +/-

30.00D in polycarbonate, Trivex®, high-

index, and conventional plastic materials. It

is capable of doing up to 40 jobs per hour

and is equipped with a separate cribbing

spindle that reduces processing time. The

VFT can create either a rough or fine cut.

Satisloh also allows users to create their

own in-house “brand” of free-form progres-

sives, including unique laser etching.

CHEMALUX 300DL CTC
After acquiring DAC Interna tional’s free-

form technology, Chemat Vision Inc. intro-

duced the Chemalux 300DL CTC Lab cut-

to-coat, in-office, free-form system based

on integration of high-precision cutting and

index-match coating technologies. The sys-

tem consists of the DG-300 Digital

Generator, the PSR-300 Planarization Hard

Coater, and the AR-300 AR Coater. Chemat

has simplified digital lens fabrication for

retail shops using its proprietary and

patented coating technologies, resulting in

free-form technology without polishing.

This cut-to-coat free-form technology is

fully integrated with the Chemalux Spin-on

anti-reflective technology to form the com-

plete free-form lens-production line with a

footprint of only 10 ft. x 20 ft.

ADDVANTAGE HD
Super Systems Optical Technologies has

designed the ADDvantage HD progressive

addition lens to offer the performance of

free-form lenses and the convenience and

cost savings of producing them in-house

on the Fast Grind system. ADDvantage has

been digitally enhanced to create maxi-

mum visual comfort by eliminating distor-

tion in the distance vision while providing

a smooth progression through the interme-

diate into a generous reading area, accord-

ing to the company. ADDvantage is avail-

able in a regular corridor design with fit-

ting heights of 18mm and above, and it is

also available in a short design with fitting

heights of 14mm and above. 

With all of these new machines on the

market, free-form technology is now within

reach of the larger retail chains and ECP

practices, allowing them to bring in-house

the work that they previously outsourced.�

John Sailer is Senior Editor of VCPN.

Satisloh’s VFT-compact-pro is sized for labs
surfacing 50 to 180 pairs a day.

OUTSOURCING IS STILL IN While digital surfacing using free-form technology is now within reach of some eyecare professionals (ECPs),
most will continue outsourcing production to wholesale optical labs. Even though there are now a much wider range of less expensive
machines available that perform free-form generating in a much smaller footprint, they are still primarily appropriate for retail optical chains
and larger ECP practices. So, for those who can afford to invest in these newer, smaller machines, they are now available in more varieties
than before, but for most independent optical practices, maintaining a relationship with a local wholesale optical lab remains the option of
choice for digitally surfaced lenses.

Labs such as (from left) Expert Optics, Luzerne Optical, Pech Optical, and US Optical operate their own high-end free-form surfacing
lines for large production and quick turnaround.

Coburn’s LaunchPad free-form process and CTL85DP compact, dry-cut generator enable
ECPs to perform free-form surfacing in-house.
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BY ROXANNE ARMSTRONG, LDO

lenses designed and manufactured with

free-form technology offer your patients

the best possible vision, then the next step

is developing a strategy to sell them. After

speaking with representatives from a num-

ber of labs, I have some great tips to help

you and your staff improve your sales of

this exciting technology.

TAILOR MADE
Unlike just about every other product a per-

son can buy, eyewear is remarkably unique

to the wearer. While this is true of all eye-

wear, it’s particularly true of free-form

technology because of its ability to person-

alize lenses for the wearer. Using strategies

such as Rx optimization and position-of-

wear measurements, free-form brings eye-

wear to a whole new plateau in one-of-a-

kind vision correction. 

Luzerne Optical Laboratories, Ltd. sug-

gests to its customers that they capitalize on

this concept by explaining to their patients

that premium free-form progressive addi-

tion lenses (PALs) are like tailoring a suit

from scratch: “One big selling feature of

free-form PALs is to refer to it as a person-

alized lens product as opposed to some-

thing pre-made. Use the analogy of a

designer suit on a hanger in a men’s store

vs. a basket of cloth custom-tailored to your

exact measurements.” 

BEST OPTICS, FASTER SERVICE
Expert Optics suggests that if you under-

stand and believe in the advantages of the

advanced technology of digitally surfaced

lenses, then what’s stopping you from

offering the best optics to your patients?

Let your patients know you have the latest

technology in lens designs available, that

they are going to benefit from improved

visual performance in these lenses, and

that the turnaround time will be reduced

because of the state-of-the-art manufactur-

ing technology.  

In addition, Expert recommends that

eyecare professionals (ECPs) should take

advantage of all of the promotional materi-

als available from the various manufactur-

ers. Coming directly from the manufactur-

ers, this information can provide patients

with the most accurate details about any

lenses they may be considering.

TELL A STORY
Just as with today’s multifunctional cell

phones and flat screen TVs, acceptance

doesn’t happen overnight. Unfortunately,

unlike cell phone and television manufac-

turers, the optical industry does not spend

millions of dollars advertising new lens

technologies. So the task of educating
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FROM LEADING LABS
LEARNING LESSONS 

Lenses made using free-form technology, such as the Zeiss Individual, are uniquely customized for each wearer.

IF YOU AGREE THAT

Using strategies such as
RX OPTIMIZATION AND
POSITION-OF-WEAR
MEASUREMENTS, free-
form brings eyewear to
a whole new plateau.

WHAT IS MYLENS CLUB? Created to
help independent eyecare professionals
(ECPs) improve their profit margins while
competing with Web sites that sell directly
to consumers via the Internet, MyLens Club
enables ECPs to order online and save up
to 60%. The mylensclub.com site offers over
18 collections of high-definition lenses
online and a wide selection of personalized
lenses in all materials and indices from inter-
national manufacturers recognized and
approved by labs throughout the world. 

�
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patients falls to the ECP. Rite-Style Optical

Co. suggests that you explain the features of

free-form lenses to patients using graphics

from lens manufacturers showing that these

lenses are completely customized and

processed with an incredibly high level of

precision…more than ever before. 

Then you can use analogies that resonate

with your patients to help them understand

why these lenses will be beneficial. For

example, when you last renewed your cell

phone contract, it’s highly unlikely the

salesperson said something like, “Let’s see,

you’ve been using this model and package

for the last two years and have not had any

problems with it. I will order you a new

phone just like it and keep you in the same

service package.” So, follow the cell phone

salesperson’s lead and explain that the

newest in free-form technology will

enhance the clarity of your patient’s vision. 

Today’s consumers like to be shown what’s

new, then make purchasing decisions based

on what best fits their needs. This process

should apply to their eyewear purchases as

well. Start telling the free-form story to

everyone who walks in your door, but don’t

end the story with the sale. Remember to

revisit the story when the finished eyewear is

dispensed. Your patients will love having a

new technology to brag about at the water

cooler or in their yoga class. 

DOCTOR RECOMMENDED
“If the docs believe in the technology, they

simply need to start offering it to every

patient,” Pech Optical suggested. Don’t we

all agree that doctor recommendations have

a strong influence on our patients’ purchas-

ing decisions? Start with the initial intro-

duction to free-form technology in the

exam room and watch how easy it is to fol-

low up at the dispensing table.

In addition, Pech further recommends

creating a “good, better, best” lens menu

and selling from the top down. This strategy

means you’ll be offering your “best” free-

form lens to every patient, but for those who

choose not to accept it, you’ve got your

“better” lens ready for them. As a last resort,

you can offer your “good” value lens. 

Pech also mentioned that “some offices

offer only free-form products but still provide

‘good, better, best’ choices for patients by

packaging non-glare treatments as a built-in

part of the lens. For example, some use a

value anti-reflective (AR) treatment with

house brand free-form on the lower end and

premium free-form and AR on the top tier.

This actually enhances the ‘good, better, best’

strategy by bundling AR, yet it maintains the

three pricing subdivisions for patients. It’s an

excellent way of providing the best technolo-

gy in vision solutions for patients and

increased profitability for the practice.”

MULTIPLE PAIRS
How many times have you experienced the

sinking feeling of spotting a long-time,

loyal presbyopic customer out in public

with a pair of high-end Rx sunglasses that

did not come from your store? Rite-Style

suggests that with today’s free-form tech-

nology, one customized lens design can be

made from a variety of materials. Now you

can offer your patients multiple pairs of

glasses—dress, sun, sports, safety—each

made using the same customized lens

design. That means she can easily change

from pair to pair without having to readjust

for different optics each time.

USE FAMILIAR TERMS
US Optical suggests discussing free-form

lenses with your patients by using terms that

they already know and respect, such as

“customized” and “digital.” Explain the new

technology using a comparison that they can

relate to. For example, explain that moving

from traditionally surfaced lenses to digital-

ly surfaced free-form lenses is like going

from an analog TV with rabbit ears to a new

high definition flat screen TV with cable.

THE TECH GENERATION
One of the most logical tips is also the eas-

iest: Sell free-form technology to your

under-40, single vision patients. Younger

patients are very comfortable paying for

new technology. Do you know anyone in

this market group that would think twice

before agreeing to an upgrade in the per-

formance or features in their cell phones,

iPads, digital TVs, or laptops? These

patients will embrace new technology when

you explain that it provides them with

enhanced performance. Cost will be justi-

fied by improved performance and will not

be an issue.

Try some of these tips to help energize

your free-form sales. After all, don’t you

want every one of your patients to have the

latest and best lens technology?�

Roxanne

Armstrong is a

licensed optician

and owner of Art

For Your Face, in

McLean, VA.

Explaining to your patients
that premium free-form
progressive addition lenses
are LIKE TAILORING A
SUIT FROM SCRATCH will
give them a whole new
level of understanding.

Expert Optics
 recommends
 taking advantage
of manufacturers’
promotional
 materials, such 
as a Shamir
Attitude brochure.
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BY RANDALL L. SMITH, MED, ABOM

continues to be the

design and processing method of choice for

many of today’s lenses. With all the new

products on the market, eyecare profession-

als (ECPs) can sometimes feel over-

whelmed, so here are some of the most pop-

ular recent introductions along with their

features and benefits. 

EYECODE
Essilor of America, Inc.’s new eyecode™

lenses provide patients a new level of indi-

vidualization, no matter where they look

through the lenses. This is achieved using

real, dynamic 3D measurements of the eye,

along with fitting parameters and behav-

ioral data.

Essilor’s patented Visioffice® System

takes a live, 3D measurement of the eye to

determine the required measurements for

these lenses. This 3D measurement finds

the exact position of the eye rotation center

(ERC) and determines the pupillary dis-

tance (PD) and fitting height measurements.

These three measurements (ERC, PD, and

fitting height) build the unique code of each

eye, which forms the foundation of lens

individualization based on the physiology of

each wearer. The natural head posture of the

patient measured in degrees by the

Visioffice System is also required to pro-

duce eyecode lenses. For Varilux Ipseo IV™

lenses, visual behavior is also used and can

also be obtained with the Visioffice System.

Varilux Ipseo IV eyecode®, Varilux Physio

Enhanced eyecode™, and Essilor eyecode

Single Vision lenses are now available

exclusively to ECPs with the Visioffice

System and their patients.

MYSTYLE 
HOYALUX® iD MyStyle™ lenses from

HOYA VISION CARE, North America are

designed on an individual basis for each

patient. MyStyle represents the latest and

the best of HOYA’s Free-Form technology

innovations, combining its patented Inte -

grated Double Surface Design technology

(which maps the rotation of each eye and its

correction requirements), and Balanced

View Control technology (a computer

vision evaluation that analyzes and corrects

Skew Deformation), along with the wearing

preferences and lifestyle of each patient,

resulting in HOYA’s most personalized pro-

gressive addition lenses (PALs) to date.

Each MyStyle lens incorporates HOYA’s

Intelligent Design by Extensive Analysis

(iDEA) technology, a process that goes

beyond incorporating the prescription and

frame positioning to include a consultative

process that determines all the parameters

needed to create the patient’s ideal lens. In

this innovative process, the patient supplies

the answers to questions about occupation,

hobbies, wearing history, and individual

Pro Fit Optix offers identity in three PAL
designs—Standard for general wear,
Indoor/Office for near and intermediate
tasks, and Outdoor for outside activities.

THE LATEST AND GREATEST 

IN FREE-FORM

FREE-FORM

FREE-FORM TECHNOLOGY
continues to be the design
and processing method 
of choice.

COMPUTERIZED MEASUREMENT
Carl Zeiss Vision’s i.Terminal was
designed to create a unique lens-pur-
chasing experience for patients. The
i.Terminal enables patients to see them-
selves in the frames they have selected
and demonstrates lens enhancements
such as polarization, anti-reflection, and
photochromics. Its digital camera cap-
tures both frontal and profile images of
the patient wearing the selected frame,
and its computerized measurement sys-
tem automatically determines monocular
PDs, fitting heights, pantoscopic angle,
vertex distance, and frame wrap to an
accuracy of 0.1mm. 

�
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preferences, and these are factored into the

final lens design for a level of patient com-

fort and satisfaction never before possible,

according to the company. 

I.SCRIPTION
Improving the precision of today’s lenses

requires a lot more than a fitting height and

monocular PD measurements. That’s why Carl

Zeiss Vision Inc. created the i.Profilerplus®,

which determines the measurements needed

to provide the company’s most unique and

advanced PALs: the Zeiss Individual®, Zeiss

GT2® 3DV, and the Zeiss GT2 3D Short.

The instrument combines an autorefractor, a

Shack-Hartmann wavefront aberrometer,

and an Atlas 9000 corneal topographer.  

The i.Profilerplus is the first step in a four-

step process, known collectively as the

patient’s i.Scription, used to produce these

lenses. In Step 1, the patient’s higher order

aberrations are taken using the aberrometer

function of the instrument. In Step 2, the

patient undergoes a subjective refraction. In

Step 3, the aberrometer data are combined

with the refraction results and placed into the

i.Scription software algorithm along with fit-

ting measurements taken with the i.Terminal

(see “Computerized Mea sure ment” p. 16). In

Step 4, this information is used along with

free-form technology to produce one of the

three PALs mentioned above. 

IDENTITY
All of the lenses from Pro Fit Optix are

designed and processed using free-form

technology. The company’s Swiss design

LATEST LEN
SES

identity® lenses are offered in three PAL

designs, one degressive design, and one

wrap design. The most popular Standard

lens is a well-balanced, general-wear

PAL. Indoor/Office PAL is for indoor

use, office friendly, and weighted for near

and intermediate tasks, but wearers can

still safely drive with them. Designed

more for outdoor activities, the Outdoor

still offers an ample reading zone. It’s an

ideal sun lens for those who use a stan-

dard wrap frame. 

The Office+ has a power degressive

design and is ideal for intense office tasks.

Patients will find it ideal for up to 3 ft. of

viewing. Using back-surface free-form

design and surfacing, the upgrade is avail-

able in single vision and single vision wrap,

which is ideal for high wrap Rx sun lenses

going into steep base curve frames. 

To fully personalize each lens,  HOYALUX
iD MyStyle accounts for the wearing

 preferences and lifestyle of each patient.

These lenses demonstrate
the LEADING EDGE of
today’s premium lens
 market.

�

2 OPTIONS - 1 GREAT EXPERIENCE!
Mylensclub.com is supported 

by the DirectLab network

DIRECTLAB USA offers:

Products
Cutting edge products such as

    PRECISION and                    collections 

Services

www.directlabnetwork.com

MYLENSCLUB.com offers:

Products

     lens in USA
Net prices  "a la carte" options

Promotions 

Services

* Conditions apply                                                 www.mylensclub.com

Toll free number: 1-888-274-6705

Untitled-4   1 8/5/11   10:52:57 AM
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SURMOUNT
Using a unique patented technology that

produces complex convex curves on the

concave back surface of the lens blank,

the Surmount™ Free-Form Lens from

Seiko Optical Products of America, Inc.

creates lenses that have front surfaces that

are up to 25% flatter in plus prescriptions

when used with advanced prism thinning

calculations.

Surmount lenses account for the wearer’s

PD and distance lens power to calculate the

precise inset needed to give clear binocular

vision at the standard 35cm near vision

reading distance. These lenses also use

advanced aspheric compensation to improve

vision throughout the entire lens. This com-

pensation modifies the power in both the

distance and near zones to achieve a precise

correction in the as-worn position. With

wider areas of stable vision, even in pre-

scriptions with high cylinder, the wearer

experiences increased visual comfort,

according to the company. 

RELAX
The latest lens product from Shamir Insight,

Inc. is Relax™. Designed using the compa-

ny’s Eyepoint Technology®, Relax is a clever

way of providing people who wear single

vision lenses and have high near vision

requirements relief from potential eyestrain

and visual discomfort. It does this by pro-

viding a near vision zone in the lower por-

tion of the lens that is 0.65D additional plus

power. You fit this lens just like you would

any other single vision, but with a minimum

fitting height of 16mm, there’s plenty of dis-

tance vision. This mild amount of added

plus power eases accommodation by up to

30%, according to Shamir, adding that there

is no distortion or swim, which would be a

real problem for single vision wearers.

While this lens is not for everyone, it’s cer-

tainly a potential problem solver, especially

with so many people using computers and

doing intense near visual tasks all day.

These lenses, and others like them,

demonstrate the leading edge of today’s pre-

mium lens market. Through continued inno-

vations like these, patients will continue to

receive the finest in visual correction.�

Randall L. Smith is the Opticianry

Program Director at Baker College in

Jackson, MI.

LATEST LEN
SESWith complex convex curves on the con-

cave back surface, Seiko Surmount lenses
are 25% flatter in plus prescriptions.
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BY KAT LEEK-TEDESCHI, LDO 

AND ED DE GENNARO, MED, ABOM

lenses made using free-form technology are

going through the maturing phase of their

product cycle. Introduced to the U.S. by

Rodenstock about 10 years ago, free-form is

now being offered by most lens manufactur-

ers. Some have so many free-form products,

they’ve even broken them down into usage

categories or “good, better, best” arrange-

ments. The latest strategy for this category is

the development and processing of private-

label lenses by some labs and larger retailers. 

BRANDS HAVE ADVANTAGES
Manufacturers put a lot of time and effort

into developing a new lens. It takes thou-

sands of hours to do the computer model-

ing, prototype development, production

testing, enhancements, clinical trials, and a

lot more that’s needed to bring a new lens to

market. Lens manufacturers take new prod-

uct development very seriously and spend a

lot of money to ensure that what they’re

bringing to you meets their high standards. 

Along with lens development comes

collateral assistance in the way of technical

information, marketing materials, training,

product promotions, advertising, and a

host of other benefits. In other words,

when you buy a new lens from a lens man-

ufacturer, you’re getting a package deal—a

top-quality product along with the support

needed to successfully sell it. When you

consider all that you receive from buying

brand name lenses from a mainstream free-

form manufacturer, the cost you incur pro-

vides a lot of value. 

PRIVATE LABELING
Even with all this value, some labs have

found ways of developing their own free-

form products, almost all of which are pro-

gressive addition lenses (PALs) because

that’s what provides the greatest return on

investment. The lab usually accomplishes

this by finding lens designers in the indus-

try who can help develop a design that suits

its criteria, or the lab shops from an array of

design options the designer already has

developed. One or more designs are

licensed by the lab and given a proprietary

name. Licensing requirements are neces-

sary and must be respected, and a royalty is

paid for the license(s). Labs that do this are

essentially the manufacturer of the lenses as

well as the processor and distributor. They

must provide any collateral services and

perform any research and development. 

The advantage of house-brand free-

form is that these lenses sell for less than

similar ones from mainstream manufactur-

ers. For some labs and their eyecare pro-

fessional (ECP) clients, this is a very

attractive alternative.

LAB HOUSE BRANDS
Pro Fit Optix has dedicated its entire pro-

duction to free-form lenses. At the core of

its marketing plan is a PAL house brand

called Acuity. This line of lenses is

designed and processed with free-form

technology and uses a back-surface design,

which provides wider fields of view in the

corridor and reading areas, according to the

company. Processed with the accuracy of

free-form technology, the lenses have three

corridor lengths (9mm, 11mm, and 13mm)

DIGITALLY SURFACED 

LENSES FOR YOU?

The LATEST STRATEGY for
the free-form category 
is the development and
processing of private-label
lenses.

Pech Pro is Pech Optical’s private-label, digitally surfaced lens made using free-form technology.

ARE HOUSE BRAND

�
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Contact Luzerne Optical Laboratories LTD at 800-233-9637 or on the web at
www.LuzerneOptical.com
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in order to suit a wide variety of frame

sizes. The wide, cylinder-free distance and

reading areas have low distortion due to

their soft aspheric design. Pro Fit Optix

makes these lenses available to ECPs and

has a program that provides other labs with

lens designs they can resell under their own

private label. This is an ideal program for

labs that want a house-brand free-form PAL

but haven’t made the investment in free-

form equipment. 

Pech Optical Corp. features Pech Pro

lenses. Offered in a plethora of materials,

this house-brand free-form product touts

extra-wide reading and intermediate zones

with up to 35% wider areas than traditional

PALs, making it great for computer users.

Pech also recommends these lenses for those

who are sensitive to swim and distortion. 

Rite-Style Optical Co. has incorporated

its Geo-FORM PAL as a soft design that is

great for first-time wearers, FT28 converts

included, as well as existing PAL wearers.

Rite-Style considers this a good crossover

strategy, giving ECPs the chance to offer

free-form quality at conventional design

and processing prices. Like other labs that

offer house-brand lenses, Rite-Style also

carries digitally surfaced lenses made

using free-form technology from major

manufacturers. 

Central Optical’s iCentauri PAL uses a

back-surface configuration that matches its

design to the patient’s requirements by using

a strategy the company calls Critical

Criteria. This system considers the prescrip-

tion and patient measurements along with

frame shape and size. This gives the patient

greater flexibility and 20% wider viewing

areas, according to the company, and the

design also creates greater performance

over a conventional PAL with easy adapta-

tion. Central uses fixed as well as variable

corridors based on patients’ needs—read-

ing, intermediate, and distance. Available in

all materials, the iCentauri increases the

field of vision up to 30% based on design.

Nasal to temple calculation is performed on

each Rx, which allows patients to move

their eyes naturally through the lens without

nasal or temple distortion.

SightStar 365® free-form lenses from

Luzerne Optical Laboratories, Ltd. utilize

single vision, spherical, front-surface lenses

with a back-surface aspheric design. The

benefit to the wearer is an optimized opti-

cal correction with clear wide vision in all

fields and reduced distortion. These lenses

are available in PAL and single vision

designs in a wide range of materials includ-

ing clear, photochromic, and polarized. 

CLEARi™ back-surface, free-form PALs

from MyLens Club are described by the

company as totally customized lenses that

aspire to provide optimum wearer comfort

in all viewing areas. Among CLEARi’s

ben e fits are full field and oblique aberra-

tion optimization, high performance for

sport frames and high prescriptions, and

freedom in base curve selection, all with or

without extra measurements.

RETAIL FREE-FORM
Some optical offices have begun incorpo-

rating free-form surfacing equipment into

their business in order to provide fast ser -

vice, enhance profit margins, and offer

these products at a reduced cost. Once the

decision to incorporate this level of surfac-

ing into a practice has been made, it’s easy

to consider adding a free-form house-brand

lens to your offerings. 

For example, Accurate Optical has had

its own in-house free-form lab for a few

years now, using surfacing equipment from

Coburn Technologies. With eight locations

around Maryland and Delaware, the retailer

manufactures over 25,000 pairs of eye-

glasses a year. Accurate Optical has a 50%

free-form lens rate and offers its free-form

house brand, Luminosity HD, to every pro-

gressive wearer. 

As more labs and retailers enter the market

with their own private-label designs, the ques-

tion “Are house-brand free-form lenses for

you?” will become even more compelling.�

Kat Leek-Tedeschi is the owner of Kat’s

Eyes Optical on Phoenix, AZ.

Ed De Gennaro is Director, Professional

Content of First Vision Media Group.

Rite-Style considers its house brand Geo-FORM PAL a good crossover strategy, providing
the quality of free-form PALs at the same price level as conventional molded PALs.

Digitally surfaced lenses
made using free-form tech-
nology are going through
the MATURING PHASE of
their product cycle.

Accurate to 0.01D, Central Optical’s
iCentauri back surface design is
 available in all lens materials.
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BY JOY L. GIBB, ABOC

tech-

nology has been around for a couple of

decades, it’s only in the last five years that its

use in the design and manufacturing of pro-

gressive addition lenses (PALs) has made it

commonplace among eyecare professionals

(ECPs). To see how this lens revolution has

affected optical offices, I interviewed four

ECPs from around the country. 

THE PARTICIPANTS:
THOMAS ABBOTT, LDO, ABO, NCLE, mana -

ger, The Everett Clinic Vision Centers,

Everett, WA

CINDY ELKIN, ABOM, LDO, president, The

Practiced Eye, LLC, Great Falls, VA

SUZANNE GIROUARD, ABOC, optician,

Southwest Vision, St. George, UT

TOM BUELL, ABOC, owner, Tom’s Sportique

Eyewear in Boulder, CO

WHAT DO YOU LIKE BEST ABOUT FREE-
FORM PROGRESSIVE ADDITION LENSES
(PALS)?
THOMAS ABBOTT: The optics of these lenses

is superior to molded PALs. I also like the

options of fitting more or less reading and/or

intermediate corridors.

SUZANNE GIROUARD: These lenses have

much better optics than conventionally

designed and surfaced PALs, and we have

seen far fewer non-adapts.

CINDY ELKIN: They provide an opportunity

for ECPs to offer patients another level of

vision. By combining the advantages of

PALs with digitally surfaced optics, the

patient will realize the sharpest, clearest

vision possible.

TOM BUELL: We are very enthused to fit our

patients with free-form PALs because we

know they will produce big smiles when

they try them on for the first time. Most

patients tell us they’re just better.

WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE ABOUT
FREE-FORM PALS IF YOU COULD?
ABBOTT: Understanding the difference

between manufacturers’ designs (back

surface only, both sides, etc.) is a big chal-

lenge for the optician. Most dispensers

governed by insurance benefits or the lab

they work with may have a limited focus

about their lens possibilities. I’d like to

see the differences between lenses more

WHILE FREE-FORM

Free-form technology
 continues to make a
SIGNIFICANT IMPACT on
the industry.

‘A computer-controlled, lathe-style machine that cuts the unique curves into the lens’ is one way ECPs can explain free-form to patients.

WHAT 
HAVE WE LEARNED IN
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TEAM UP WITH YOUR LAB When it
comes to selling free-form lenses,
think of your free-form lab as your
partner. They only succeed when you
do, so there are a lot of incentives for
them to help you successfully sell
these lenses. Labs such as Expert
Optics, Luzerne Optical Laboratories,
Pech Optical, Rite-Style Optical, US
Optical, and others specialize in
these lenses and have programs that
will help you understand, market,
and sell them. Make sure you take
advantage of all the services they
have to offer. This kind of synergistic
relationship is one of the best win-win
propositions in the business. 

FIVE YEARS?
WHAT 

HAVE WE LEARNED IN

FIVE YEARS?

�
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SEIKO
seikoeyewear.com • 800-235-5367

SEIKO, A NAME SYNONY-
MOUS WITH PRECISION AND
CUTTING-EDGE TECHNOLOGY, 
IS A WORLD LEADER IN THE
DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE
OF DIGITALLY SURFACED
FREE-FORM PROGRESSIVE
ADDITION LENSES. Our
patented 100% back-surface
designs eliminate front curve
distortion and provide wider
fields of view in all visual
zones. Seiko free-form lenses
are custom made to each
patient’s exact prescription 
for unprecedented optical 
performance. Seiko 100%
back surface lenses are the
most exciting concept in 
PALs since Seiko invented 
the technology.

AUTOGRAPH II BY SHAMIR 
shamirlens.com • 877-514-8330

AUTOGRAPH II®, SHAMIR’S LINE OF DIGITALLY BACK-SURFACED LENS-
ES, GIVES PATIENTS THE OPPORTUNITY TO PERSONALIZE LENSES TO
THEIR LIFESTYLE. Shamir Autograph II®, awarded the 2010 OLA’s Best in
Lens Design Award, is created to the highest level of optical accuracy (up
to 1/100 diopters) and provides up to 20% wider fields of vision. With

five different lifestyle
designs and featuring
two groundbreaking tech-
nologies (As-Worn
Technology™ and
FreeFrame Technology™),
vision has never been as
personalized as it is
today with Shamir
Autograph II®.

HOYA VISION CARE
hoyavision.com • 800-423-2361

HOYALUX ID® AND HOYALUX ID LIFESTYLE® USE INTEGRATED
DOUBLE-SURFACE TECHNOLOGY. The two major components of the 
progressive design are separated and designed individually to address the needs
of the wearer’s Rx and frame parameters. The vertical component of the design 
is digitally surfaced (or molded in the case of iD Lifestyle) on to the front surface of
the lens, and the horizontal component is digitally surfaced on the back.

Nulux ep® is HOYA’s bi-aspheric single vision lens design made possible
through HOYA Free-Form™ Design Technology. 

PRO FIT OPTIX
profitoptix.com • 866-996-7849

IDENTITY AND ACUITY BY PRO FIT OPTIX

the Swiss Design, Pro Fit Optix’ advanced backside
progressive lens guarantees the highest optical performance with
a wide vision area that offers optimal sight in all distances to the
wearer. In user acceptance tests 98% of participants adapted to
the lenses very easily, even first time presbyopes. Available in
three corridor lengths and lifestyle designs: Standard, Outdoor,
Office/Indoor, Office + (a degressive computer lens) as well as
single vision designs upgrade and sport (wrap).

is also a full backside progressive lens. It is produced in one
design, easy to adapt to and use and
very customer friendly. Available in
three corridor lengths and a wide range
of materials including Transitions® and
polarized, Acuity is the everyday lens
offering the best value for the money.

Acuity
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clearly explained.

GIROUARD: I would hope that the technol -

ogy would just keep getting better. This way

we can keep surprising patients by giving

them exceptional vision.

ELKIN: It would benefit everyone if the term

“free-form” were standardized. Some man-

ufacturers use it to describe a dual-surface

design, while others use it to describe the

surfacing process, which creates a lot of

confusion for ECPs.

BUELL: I can’t think of any negative issues

with free-form lenses that I would change

in regards to their performance, but like any

new technology, the time needed to create

the lenses compatibly with anti-reflective

treatments and some limitations of materi-

als such as Transitions tint color combina-

tions will get better in time.

DO YOU FIND IT EASIER TO SELL FREE-
FORM PALS NOW THAN FIVE YEARS
AGO? 
ABBOTT: Absolutely! The technology has

improved so that each of our dispensers has

more confidence recommending free-form

lenses. Rarely do we have a patient return

because of non-adaptation.

GIROUARD: We never had a problem selling

them. Our patients always want the latest

and greatest technology and love when new

products come out. We normally switch

them over to new technology when it

becomes available and educate them on the

merits of the new products.

ELKIN: Lens manufacturers have done a

good job of providing dispensers with tools

to capture the additional data needed

(panto, wrap, vertex, etc.)

BUELL: The availability and inconsistency of

free-form lenses five years ago resulted in

an undesirable product that we were not

able to get excited about. Today we are very

excited about free-form digital designs.

HOW HAVE FREE-FORM PALS BENEFITED
YOUR PRACTICE? 
ABBOTT: They have given me more tools. I

can customize lenses to meet every patient’s

request. Also, because of fitting height

options, I have more frame choices to offer

patients, especially short corridor frames.

GIROUARD: We have benefited in profit -

ability, patient satisfaction, and word-of-

mouth referrals. Our biggest benefit, how-

ever, has been new patients coming into

our office who were prior non-adapts. They

have tried free-form lenses and loved

them! We’ve turned them into successful

PAL wearers.

ELKIN: The practices with whom I work

have benefitted financially from recom-

mending free-form as the lens of choice. In

this way they have distinguished them-

selves as offering higher levels of technolo-

gy. Patients understand the higher retail

cost for the newest in technology and are

more satisfied with their decision to pur-

chase the best.

BUELL: One benefit of being an indepen -

dent optical retailer is being able to pick

and choose product lines that best suit our

patients’ needs. A big part of our business

is recreational eyewear, and with a cus-

tomer base mostly aged 35 to 65, we do

more PALs then single vision. Digital

free-form has allowed us to excel in our

To promote free-form to patients, ECPs
are looking for more marketing

 materials such as Rite-Style’s Digital
Frame and accompanying Talking

Points spiral book.

�
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area as the leader in top-of-the-line technology for work, play, or

everyday eyewear.

WHAT WAS ONE OF YOUR BIGGEST HURDLES IN SELLING FREE-
FORM PALS, AND HOW DID YOU OVERCOME IT? 
ABBOTT: Price. It’s an issue with any new product that is a step up from

a previous technology. Educating the patient with brochures and per-

sonal testimonies along with guarantees helped increase sales.

GIROUARD: There was a bit of a price barrier at first, but I just explain

the huge benefits in the technology and patients seem very receptive to

it and the price doesn’t really seem to matter. They just want the best!

ELKIN: I think ECPs can get into a rut and revert to familiar tried-and-

true lens products. It can help on a short-term basis to offer spiffs to

dispensers as an incentive to change this behavior.

BUELL: Explaining free-form to our patients in a way a layperson can

understand has been a big hurdle. I find referring to a computer-con-

trolled, lathe-style cutting machine that cuts the unique curves into the

lens is one that works well.

WHAT DO YOU SEE FOR THE FUTURE OF FREE-FORM PALS?
ABBOTT: The future looks very encouraging: 1) fewer restrictions when

it comes to frame selection; 2) quicker turnaround times in production;

and 3) better adaption for patients who had difficulty with previous

generation PALs.

GIROUARD: More competition between manufacturers as they intro-

duce new and better products.

ELKIN: Eventually all lens products will be free-form.

BUELL: The most exciting possibilities include digital design free-form

wrap lenses available from top sunglass companies and other compa-

nies providing these technologies from their own labs or through rela-

tionships with outside labs.

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE FREE-FORM PAL MANUFACTURERS TO
OFFER THAT THEY ARE NOT PROVIDING NOW?
ABBOTT: I’d really like to see more direct marketing to consumers. It

will help drive recognition and sales. Companies such as Transitions

and VISTAKON do it; others should too.

GIROUARD: Better tools for educating patients would be great! The

clearer and more engaging we can make the presentation to a patient,

the better it is for sales.

ELKIN: More consumer point-of-purchase materials that describe the

technology of free-form lenses and its advantages in easy-to-under-

stand terms.

BUELL: Lens manufacturers could do a better job of coming up with

simple-to-understand visual aids to show the benefits of free-form

technologies.

Free-form technology continues to make a significant impact on the

industry, and its ability to produce the most advanced lenses continues

to improve. This technology is here to stay.�

Joy L. Gibb is the owner of Eyes of Joy Mobile Optical Service in

Woods Cross, UT. 

It would benefit everyone if THE TERM
‘FREE-FORM’ were standardized.
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US OPTICAL
usoptical.com • 800-4-GLASSES (800-445-2773)

THE FASTEST LAB IN AMERICA!™ WITH 24-HR SERVICE ON UNCUTS,
EVEN WITH ZEISS AR COATINGS. The Independent lab leader in bringing
free-form from every manufacturer to the ECPs and to the American patient/
consumer since free-form was launched
three years ago! US Optical focuses on
making it easy for ECPs to order free-
form and digital lenses and provides
many choices from the best free-form
manufacturers such as Seiko, Carl Zeiss,
Shamir Insight, Hoya, and Pixel Optics. US Optical invests in technology,
free-form innovation, and friendly knowledgeable customer service and staff.
A family business with a highly experienced optical staff, US Optical stands
out as a major leader in the free-form revolution. With four Zeiss AR
machines, three free-form generators, six free-form digital polishers, an MEI
edger, and more. US Optical is positioned to continue with
its goal of bringing the best optical free-form options in
24 hours to the American ECP and consumer!

RITE-STYLE OPTICAL CO.
ritestyle.com • 800-477-9291

AT RITE-STYLE OPTICAL, DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY PRODUCES HIGHLY
SOPHISTICATED FREEFORM LENSES—BUT, IT’S OUR PEOPLE WHO
DRIVE OUR SUCCESS. Technology can never replace the EXPERTISE,
CRAFTSMANSHIP, and PERSONALIZED SERVICE RSO’s customers 
have always valued.

Created to the highest
level of optical accuracy
(up to 1/100 diopters)
and providing up to
20% wider fields of
vision, Rite-Style features
Shamir’s full line of
Freeform® designs
including the OLA
Award Winning Shamir
Autograph II®.
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